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Omar Khayyam (104B-1131) was a 
Persian polymath: philosopher, 
mathematician, astronomer and poet. 
He also wrote treatises on mechanics, 
geography, mineralogy, music, 
climatology and theology. He was born 
In Nlshapur,(modern- day Iran), then a 
Seljuq capital In Khorasan, which 
rivaled Cairo or Baghdad In cultural 
prominence In that era. 
am 
He spent part of his childhood In the town of 
Balkh (present northern Afghanistan), 
studying under the well-known scholar 
Sheikh Muhammad Mansurl. He later 
studied under Imam Mowaffaq Nlshapurl, 
who was considered one of the greatest 
teachers of the Khorasan region. 
Throughout his life Omar Khayyam was 
dedicated to his efforts and abilities, In the 
day he would teach Algebra and Geometry 
in the evening he would attend the Seljuq 
court as an adviser of Malik- Shah I and at 
night he would study Astronomy and 
complete the Important aspects of the Jalali 
calendar. 
He Is the author of one of the most Important 
treatises on algebra written before modern 
times, the Treatise on Demonstration of 
Problems of Algebra, which Includes a 
geometric metho~ for solving cubic 
equations by Intersecting a hyperbola with a 
circle and contributed to calendar reform. 
Omar Khayyam's years In Isfahan were very 
productive ones but after the death of the 
Seljuq Sultan Malik- Shah I (presumably by 
the Assassins sect), the Sultan's widow 
turned against him as an adviser and soon 
therefore Omar Khayyam set out on his Ha]. 
Four Rare Earth Elements That 
Will Only Get More Important 
He was then allowed to work as a court 
astrologer and was permitted to return to 
Nlshapur where he was famous for 
works and continued to teach 
mathematics, astronomy and even 
medicine. His significance as a 
philosopher and teacher, and his few 
remaining philosophical works, have not 
received the same attention as his 
scientific and poetic writings. 
Zamakhsharl referred to him as "the 
philosopher of the world". 
Outside Iran and Persian speaking 
countries, Khayyam has had an Impact 
on literature and societies through the 
translation of his works and 
popularization by other scholars. The 
most Influential of all was Edward 
FitzGerald (1809-83), who made 
Khayya m the most famous poet of the 
East In the West through his celebrated 
translation and adaptations of 
Khayyam's rather small number of 
quatrains (rubalyaas) In Rubalyat. 
Rare earth elements are neither rare, nor earth and they tend to be things that are added, in small doses, to composites and alloys. Rare 
earths have really unique chemical and physical properties-that allow them to interact with other elements and get results that neither element 
could get on its own. Rare earth elements are crucial to the way we live now; responsible for miniaturizing computers and headphones, pow-
ering hybrid cars and more. Rare earth elements-a set of 17 related metals, mostly shunted off to a tacked - on lower line of the periodic 
table- are crucial to the way we live now; responsible for miniaturizfn9 computers and headphones, powering hybrid cars and more . The time 
has come to get better acquainted with the molecules that make our modern world run. 
[2] Europium 
Europium was the first isolated, high purity rare 
earth element to enter lhe public marketplace, 
in 1967, as a source ofthe color red in TV sets. 
There had been color TV before europium, but 
clhe color quality was weak. Today, 1110st 
europium is used in white LED-based lights, 
which could someday be an energy efficient 
replacement for both incandescent and 
compact fluorescent bulbs. 
[3)Erbium 
The applications of erbium are bolh deeply important, and a little 
silly. For instance, adding erbium to glass is about the only way to 
ere ate a staple pink shade. So erbium-doped glass pops up in 
novelty sunglasses and decorator vases. A little erbium added to 
the optical fibers that carry data in the form of light pulses cause 
those pulses to get amplified. It can also be used as part of lhe 
gain medium lhat amplifies light in a laser which can be used for 
dental surgery and skin treatments because it does not build up 
much heat in lhe human skin it is pointed at. 
[l)l.anthanum 
Lanlhanum, first discovered in 1893, is lhe second 
most abundant rare earth elemeni. Today, every 
hybrid car on the road carries with rt about 10 pounds 
of lanthanum. Th!l car's battery is referred to as 
"nickel-me\al hydride." The "metal" in question is 
lanthanum. They are about twice as efficient as the 
standard lead- acid car battery. 
[4) Neodymium 
In the late '70s, Sony introduced lhe Walkman, a 
(relatively) small, (relatively) portable music player. 
The key is magnets made from the rare earth 
element samarium, which were smaller and stronger 
lhan anylhing available lhen. Today, 'the 
samarium-based magnets have largely been 
replaced by neodymium magnets, which are even 
smaller and even stronger. 
They are also used in turbines that turn wind iflt.o electricity, and lhe drills lhat search for 
oil deep below the surface of the Earth. 
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